Important information on dealing with COVID19 and
Herpes
Dear riders,
Due to the ongoing COVID situation and the current measures, you must arrive WITH a
corona test. This must not be older than 48 hours and must be confirmed by a doctor,
pharmacy or similar. Both tests (rapid and PCR) are permitted.
Furthermore, a mask is required on the ENTIRE FACILITY. The common MEDICAL MASKS and
FFP2 MASKS, are allowed. Everyday masks made of fabric are NOT permitted. The mask
requirement is only lifted while riding.
In addition, we ask you to avoid gatherings in all areas, around stables, catering, training and
show areas or your trucks (no barbecuing, drinking coffee, etc.)
All foreign riders are asked to bring an OFFICIAL VETERINARY CERTIFICATE.
COVID measures apply which are as follow:
- Mask compulsory on the entire facility
→ Stables, entire parking lot, catering area, training and show areas, sanitary
facilities, etc.
→ the only exception is the rider while riding
- A minimum distance of 1.5m must ALWAYS be observed
- No groupings in the entire area
→ in the district of Konstanz, only one household and a maximum of one other
person who does not belong to the household are allowed to stay together
→ Please do not have a barbecue, lunch, or coffee together
→ When riding, please ensure that enough distance is kept between both riders and
horses! (COVID & Herpes)
- Please ensure that your hands are adequately disinfected
→ Disinfection points are set up everywhere

Procedure for arrival
1. Arrival in the stabletent meadow (parking instructions must be followed urgently!)
2. Control of the corona tests and the FEI temperatur checklist, submission oft he
contact details of all persons. (Please fill in everything and bring it with you)
3. Unloading the horses
4. Control of all horses, passports and temperatures
→ if a horse exceeds a temperature of 39,0°C or shows symptoms, an immediate PCR
test is initiated and the horse/horses are not allowed to enter the stables until the
results are recived (Duration approx. 2 hours)
→ the checklist must be attached to each box, at all times accessible to our vet team.
The temperature of each horse is to be measured twice a day (morning before 7a.m.
and evening until 5p.m.) If there are any symptoms or abnormalities in the
temperature course during the event, a PCR test is carried out and the horse is
placed in quarantine.
5. Issuing of a bracelet to all riders/grooms/trainers/helpers
→ only people with a bracelet are allowed to stay on the entire facility
6. Allocation of the boxes, unloading of equipment and stabling
7. Allocation of parking space (the instructions of the stewards must always be follwed!)
Arrival times
Daily arrival between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Emergency
In an emergency, please contact following numbers
- 004916094014021 (Danièle Vogg/organizer)
- 0041794634728 (Antonia Müller/veterinarian)

Fortunately, a local restaurant can offer meals, which can then be picked up on the stable
tent meadow. Menu cards can provided by us. (www.bodano.de)
For a successful event and smooth process, we ask you to adhere to all applicable rules. We
are happy to be able to organize a great show and hope for a good success!

Good Luck!

